Abstract
Introduction
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [1] are the nonlinear and adaptive information processing systems which are combined by numerous processing units, with the characteristics of self-adapting, self-organizing and real-time learning. From 1980s, the research of ANNs has obtained notable developments, and ANNs have been widely applied. However, with the development of the research, we've encountered many problems, such as the selection of the structure and the parameters of the networks, the selection of the learning samples, the selection of the initial values, the convergence of the learning algorithms and so on. It is known that the performance of neural networks is sensitive to the number of neurons. Too few neurons can result in poor approximation, while too many neurons may contribute to overfitting problems. Obviously, achieving a better network performance and simplifying the network topology are two competing objectives.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is a kind of random search algorithm which simulates the nature selection and evolution. It has the advantages of good global search abilities and learning the approximate optimal solution without the gradient information of the error functions. By its special nature evolution rules and superiority of population optimizing search, GAs can provide new ideas and methods for solving problems [2] . In recent years, the research of combination GAs with ANNs is paid attention by more and more researchers, and a field called Evolutionary Neural Networks (ENNs) is formed [3] [4] [5] [6] . The typical characteristic of ENNs is its adaptivity to dynamic environment, the adaptivity has two forms: evolution and learning. ENNs can be seen as a self-adapting system that can automatically adjust its network architecture and learning rules. Currently the most research is the integration of GAs and ANNs [7] . They can reinforce them by the mutual complementation, so as to gain more powerful abilities of representing and solving the practical problems. GAs and ANNs both are the theoretical results of applying biological principles to the science research. More and more researchers try to combine GAs with ANNs in recent years [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . This paper makes a brief survey on ANNs optimization with GAs, arranges as follows. The section 2 introduces the basic principles of ANNs and GAs. Make a survey on GAs-based Optimization of ANNs, include optimizing the network weights, optimizing the network architecture and optimizing the network learning rules in section 3. In
Basic Principles of ANNs and GAs

1. Basic Principle of ANNs
ANNs are composed of a set of processing units which are also called neurons and connected with each other. It can be described as an oriented graph; each neuron is a transfer function. The neuron is usually a multi-input and single-output nonlinear element. Thee architecture of a neural network is determined by all of the connections of the network and the transfer functions of the neurons [14] . Fig.  1 is an architecture of BP neural network. In the network, there is an input layer, an output layer, with one or more hidden layers in between them. f , the weight from input layer to hidden layer is ij w ，the weight form hidden layer to output layer is jk w , then we can get the output of the network k y , the desired output is k t , the output of j th neuron of the hidden layer is:
Calculate the output k y of the output layer, that is:
Define the error function by the network actual output, that is:
The network training is a continual readjustment process to the weight and the threshold value, to make the network error reduce to a pre-set minimum or stop at a pre-set training step. Then input the forecasting samples to the trained network, and obtain the forecasting results.
The learning in ANNs is usually implemented by examples; the leaning process is also called 'training', because the learning is achieved by iteratively adjusting the connection weights. The learning of ANNs can be divided into supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is based on the direct compare between the actual output and the excepted output. The optimization algorithm based on gradient descent such as back propagation algorithm can be used to iteratively adjusting the connection weights to minimize the error. Reinforcement learning is a special case of supervised learning; it is only based on whether the actual output is correct. Unsupervised learning is only based on the correlation between the input data. The essence of a learning algorithm is the learning rule, which determine the weight update rule. Several popular learning rules are delta rule, Hebbian rule, and competitive learning rule.
Basic Principle of GAs
GAs are is an important branch of evolution algorithms. It draws lessons from the theory of biological evolution which is "selecting the superior and eliminating the inefficient, survival of the fittest". After select, crossover and mutate from one generation to another, the population tends to a balance state where some features have relative potency. GAs starts from a population that represents the hidden solution set of the problem; the solution set is composed by a designated number individual got by gene coding [15, 16] . In fact, each individual is the substance of some chromosome with features. A chromosome is the set of several genes, so at first it is need to implement the mapping from phenotype to genotype by coding. In each generation of evolvement, GAs select the individuals according to their fitness, then crossovers and mutates to generate a new population of the solution set. At last GAs can get the approximate optimum solution from the decoding result of the optimum individual of the final population. In practical problems, the coding methods of the feasible solution and the design of genetic operators are the two main problems when constructing GAs; different problems may use different coding methods and different genetic operators [17, 18] . Fig. 2 shows the flow of chart of GAs.
Figure 2. The flow chart of GAs
Basic GAs only used three basic genetic operators, its evolution process is simple and it is easy to understand; it is the foundation of other GAs. Basic GAs includes: the coding methods for the chromosomes, the evaluation to the individual fitness, the selection of the genetic operators and the Stop? Decoding Solution determination of the running parameters, etc. Basic GAs uses fixed length binary digit strings to represent the individuals; the individuals of the initial population are generated by random numbers. Basic GAs determines the probability of each individual of the current population inherited by the next generation according to the individual fitness. The genetic operators used by basic GAs are scale selection operator, single point crossover operator, basic bit mutation operator or well-proportioned mutation operator.
GAs-based Optimization of ANNs
ANNs have its own limitations; they are easy to fall into local minimum and sometimes hard to adjust the architecture. GAs may not be satisfactory when used in simple problems, and its performance may not be equal with the special algorithms for certain problem. But GAs are robust, nonlinear, parallel, it can be commonly used for it is based on the knowledge of any special problem. GAs can be used to process various problems, such as the training of connection weight, the design of the architecture, learning rules, selecting the input features, the initialization of the connection weights and extracting rules from ANNs. Currently the most research is the integration of GAs and ANNs.
The main parameters used to describe ANNs architecture are: the number of layers, the number of neurons of each layer, the connecting way between neurons, etc. Designing network architecture in fact is to determine the combination of the parameters that are suited to solve certain problem according to some performance evaluation rule. Kolmogorov theorem explains that three-layer feedforward network can approach any continuous function with reasonable architecture and proper weights, but the theorem has not given the method for determining the reasonable architecture, researchers can only design the architecture by the former experiences. Sometimes it is difficult to construct the network artificially, ANNs need efficient and automatic design methods, and GAs supplies a good way. Now we will discuss the research developments of the ANNs based on GAs from the three aspects: optimizing network weights, optimizing network architecture and optimizing network learning rules.
1. Optimizing Network Weights
The optimizing the connection weights draws into a self-adapting and global method to train; it is especially used in the reinforcement learning and recurrent network learning where the training algorithms based on gradient encounter great problems.
One aspect of using GAs in ANNs is to use GAs to learn the weights of ANNs, that is to use GAs to replace some traditional learning algorithms to overcome their defects. The traditional network weight training generally uses gradient descent method; these algorithms are easy to fall into local optimum and can not reach the global optimum. Training the weights by certain GAs can find the weight set that approaches global optimum while do not need to compute gradient information; the individual fitness can be defined by the error of between the expected output and actual output and the network complexity.
The steps to use GAs to optimize network weights of ANNs are as follows.
Step 1 Randomly generate a group of distribution, using some coding scheme to code the weights of the group.
Step 2 Compute the error function of the generated neural network, so as to determine its fitness function value. The error is larger, the fitness is smaller.
Step 3 Select several individuals with the largest fitness and reserve to the next generation.
Step 4 Deal with the current population using crossover, mutation and other operators and generate a new generation.
Step 5 Repeat Step 2 to Step4, make the initial weights evolve continuously, until the training goal is achieved.
The involved main problems are:
(1) Encoding scheme (determine the expression of the connection weights of the ANNs) There are two ways to encode the connection weights and the threshold values in the ANNs. One is binary encoding, the other is real encoding. Binary encoding is that each weight is expressed by fixed length 0-1 string. When the encoding length is limited, the expression precision of binary encoding is not enough; if certain precision limit is satisfied, the search space will increase correspondingly and hurt the speed of the evolutionary process. Real encoding is to express each weight with a real number; it overcomes the abuse of binary encoding, but it needs to re-design the operators. Montana et al. successfully applied real encoding GAs in the evolution of large-scale neural network weights.
(2) Determine the fitness function Using GAs to evolve the weights of ANNs, if the network architecture is fixed, generally, the network with big error, the fitness is small. For example, the fitness function may be: F=C-E, Here F is the fitness of the individual, C is a big number, E is the training error of the network.
(3) Evolution process Determine the global search operator of the algorithm, such as selection, crossover and mutation operator, also can design special operators.
(4) Train the network Because GAs are good at searching large-scale, complex, non-differentiable and multimodal spaces; it doesn't need the gradient information of the error function. On the other hand, it doesn't need to consider whether the error function is differentiable, so some punishment may be added to the error function, so as to improve the network commonality, reduce the complexity of the network.
The results of GAs and BP algorithm are both sensitive to the parameters, the result of BP algorithm also depends on the original state of the network, but BP algorithm appears to be more effective when used in local search, GAs are good at global search. On the fact of this, connection weight evolution algorithm can be implemented in the following way. First, use GAs to optimize the initial weight distribution and locate some better search spaces in the solution space. Then use BP algorithm to search the optimal solution in these small solution spaces. Generally, the efficiency of the hybrid training is superior to the training methods that only uses BP evolution or only use BP training [19] .
The problem that should be considered when using GAs to train ANNs is the permutation of the algorithm [20] , that is the algorithm converges to locally optimal solution. This is mainly because the phenomenon of several to one mapping from gene space to actual solution space. Generally speaking, it is often because of the appearance of the networks which have the same functions but different gene sequences. The permutation phenomenon caused by this reason makes the inefficiency of crossover operation; good filial generation individuals can not be generated. So EP and ES which are mainly mutation operations will better restrain the detrimental effects caused by permutation than GAs which is mainly crossover operation.
2. Optimizing Network Architecture
The architecture of the ANNs has important influence on the information process ability of the ANNs. At present, the two commonly used methods for designing the network architecture are adding method and reducing method [21, 22] ; the adding method adds some neurons and connections form the possible least scale and the reducing method is opposite. These methods are liable to trap in local minimum value and the search space is a small sub-space of the entire space [23] . The evolution of the architecture of the ANNs make different tasks can fit the network topology.
For a given problem, the process ability of an ANNs with few connections and hidden neurons is limited, but if the connections and hidden neurons are so many, the noise may be trained together and the generalization ability of the network will be poor. Formerly people often used try error try method to design the architecture, the effect overly depends on the subjective experience.
The architecture of the ANNs includes the network connections and the transfer functions. A good architecture can solve the problems in a satisfactory way, and doesn't allow the existence of redundant nodes and connections. With the development of GAs, people consider regarding the design of the network as a search problem, using learning accuracy, generalization ability, and noise immunity as the evaluation standard, find the best architecture with best performance in the architecture space. The development of architecture evolution is mainly reflected in the architecture coding and operator design.
The steps of using GAs to evolve the ANNs architecture are as follows.
Step 1 Randomly generate N architectures, code each architecture.
Step 2 Train the architectures in the individual set using many different initial weights.
Step 3 Determine the fitness in each individual according to the trained result and other strategies.
Step 4 Select several individuals whose fitness are the largest, directly genetic to the next generation.
Step 5 Do crossover and mutation to the current population, so as to generate the next generation.
Step 6 Repeat Step 2 to Step 5, until some individual in the current population meets the demand.
The network architecture includes much information, such as the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons, the connection way, the transfer functions, etc. A good coding way should include useful information as much as possible and exclude the useless information which can interfere the evolution, and the coding length should not be very long. The current coding methods can be divided into two main classes: direct coding and indirect coding.
Direct coding is to code each connection into a binary string, and it uses a square C to express. C=(Cij)N·N, N is the number of the network nodes, C ij explains whether there're connections between network nodes, C ij =n（n>0,n∈R）represents existing and the weight is n, C ij =0 represents not existing. So, each matrix expresses an ANNs, connecting all of the rows we can get a binary string which corresponds to the ANNs architecture. The particularity of the ANNs can be expressed by special matrix form. This coding pattern is simple, direct and is applicable to the evolution of the ANNs with simple architecture, when the architecture of the ANNs is complex, the coding length will be very long and the search space will increase observably. The modified method is to use domain knowledge to initialize the matrix. Fullmer proposed a direct coding method based on label which only codes the existent connections. This method also has no limitation on the number of neurons and the connections, so it can ensure the network architecture perform well.
Indirect coding includes parameterization coding and growing rule coding. Parameterization coding only codes the most important characteristics of the related architecture, such as the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes of each layer, the number of connections, etc. It gives the rough connection pattern but doesn't give the detailed information. This method can observably reduce the length of the string, but have some limitations to the network architecture; it will reduce the search space, and may lead to not finding the optimum network architecture.
Developmental rule representation organizes the developmental rule into the chromosome, evolves the rules continuously and generates suitable neural network. Developmental rule representation can be use to design large-scale networks, it has good regularity and generalization ability, This approach is capable of preserving promising building blocks found so far, and can thus lessen the damage of crossover. The connectivity pattern of the architecture in the form of a matrix is constructed from a single-element matrix, by repeatedly applying suitable developmental rules to nonterminal elements in the current matrix until the matrix only contains terminal elements that indicate the presence or absence of a connection. The developmental rule representation method normally separates the evolution of architectures from that of connection weights [24] . As a consequence, the direct encoding scheme of network architectures is very good at generating a compact architecture, while the indirect encoding scheme is suitable for finding a particular type of network architecture quickly.
In the genetic backpropagation (G-Prop) method [25] , the GAs select the initial weights and changes the number of neurons in the hidden layer through the application of five specific genetic operators, that is, mutation, multipoint crossover, addition, elimination and substitution of hidden units. Addition operator and elimination operator are used to adaptively adjust the number of the neurons in hidden layers, the addition operator is used for adding new neurons when necessary, while the elimination operator is used for preventing the network growing too much. The fitness is determined by the hidden layer size and the classification ability. The BP is used to train from these weights. This makes a clean division between global and local search.
Optimizing Network Learning Rules
The optimization to the learning rules can be seen as a process of "learning to learn", the selfadapting of the learning rules is implemented by evolution, it can be seen as a self-adapting process of automatically finding new learning rules. Learning rules determine the functions of the system. In the traditional ANNs training, learning rules are previously assigned, such as the generalized δ rule of BP network; the design of the algorithms mainly depends on special network architecture, and it is difficult to design a learning rule when there is not enough prior knowledge of the network architecture. So we can use GAs to design the learning rules of ANNs [26, 27] .
The steps of optimizing network learning rules are as follows.
Step 1 Randomly generate N individuals; each individual represents a learning rule.
Step 2 Construct a training set, each element in it represents a neural network whose architecture and connection weights are randomly assigned or previously determined, then train the elements in the training set using each learning rule respectively.
Step 3 Compute the fitness of each learning rule, select according to the fitness.
Step 4 Generate next generation by doing genetic operations to each individual.
Step 5 Repeat
Step 2 to Step 4, until the goal is reached.
There are many parameters in learning rules. These parameters are used to adjust the network behavior, such as learning rate can speed up the network training. At the stage of coding, code the learning parameters and the architecture together, then evolve the architecture, at the same time the learning parameters are evolved. Belew use GAs to find the optimization of the learning parameters of BP algorithm under the premise that the network architecture is fixed. Harp et al. evolved the network architecture and learning parameters at the same time. The learning parameters got by the former algorithm are near-optimality to special network architecture, but its generalization is relatively poor; the latter can get the optimalizing combination of architecture and parameters, but it pays the price of big search space and slow convergence velocity.
The objects of evolving the learning rules are the learning rule itself and the weight adjustment rule; evolving the learning rules makes the evolved network suit to the dynamic environment much better. Different from optimizing the connection weights and the network architecture, optimizing the learning rules is dynamic behavior. Learning rules are the heart of ANNs training algorithms. Optimizing the learning rules implies two basic assumptions: firstly, the update of weights only depends on the local information of the neurons; secondly, all of the connections use the same learning rule. Following the above assumptions, Chalmers defined the weight adjustment rule as the linear function about 4 independent variables and the their products, evolving the original population after about 1000 generations, Chalmers got the famous δ rule and some of its variants, this fully shows the optimization is effective.
GAs can be used to train all kinds of neural networks, irrespective of the network topology. To date, GAs are mainly used for training feed-forward neural networks, such as multilayer perceptron, radial basis function network, etc. Some researchers used it in recurrent neural network [28] . With the development of GAs, many new GAs are used for evolving the ANNs, such as multi-objective evolutionary algorithm [29] , parallel genetic algorithm [30] , etc.
Prospects
ANNs and GAs are the artificial intelligence methods that borrow ideas from some behavior characteristics and structure attribute of biological individuals or biological world. ANNs place extra emphasis on the description of biological individual learning intelligence. And GAs simulates the evolution characteristics of biological world. So, the combination of GAs and ANNs will show more complete intelligence. This combination not only makes ANNs have the capabilities of learning and evolving, show stronger intelligence, but also can solve some problems that exist in the design and realization of ANNs, make ANNs have more excellent performance. Currently, the design and realization of ANNs based on GAs have become an important research and developing direction of ANNs. After the appearance of artificial life, the integration of GAs and ANNs are considered as a promising way for reproduce intelligent behavior.
However, in general, the researches of this aspect still have problems, the theories and methods need to be improved and standardized, and the application researches need to be strengthened. The current researches are mostly based on special cases, the general methodology has not been formed, it needs to compare with other optimization algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization and so on; the evolved networks are usually feed-forward networks, the evolved algorithms for other class of networks need to be studied; the calculation is complex, the evolution processes need to be improved, especially the parallel GAs methods should be valued; the GAs theory itself, such as the representation of coding, the genetic operators, the population convergence and multiformity, etc. needs to be further improved and developed; currently, the reaearches of ANNs, GAs, fuzzy logics, chaos, wavelet, fractal are intercrossed and penetrated, some new valuable evolved ANNs and their applications emerge continuously. The researches of evolving ANNs make the design of ANNs no longer formidable, and make the superiority of ANNs better reflect in the more large-scale and complex networks. Computation and algorithms are the research areas that require a great deal of emphasis from ancient times.
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